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WHAT’S NEW IN 6.2 
 

Hardcat Report Logos 
 

New Feature: 

We have now developed the functionality that lets you easily use your own logo for use with 

our Fixed and Custom Reports previously this required custom development work to 

produce a replacement set of reports with the logo included. 

This is done via two new areas in the Search Grid, Logos and Logos Assigned.  The Logos 

Area will be where you import any logos you wish to use : 
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Hardcat Report Logos (cont.) 
 

The Logos Assigned Area is where you assign the logo to the required report and configure 

its location – this can be either the default top left or right position on the page or as 

required using the Top / Left coordinates. 

 

 

Benefits: 

Easily make reports appear more customised and official for your business. 
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Ability to add thumbnail images to fixed reports in Hardcat 
 

New Feature: 

Added the ability to have an image assigned to an entity appear on the first page of the pdf 

of every Individual Details Reports. 

If a Work order or Problem does not have an assigned image or one it has inherited from the 

Problem Type it will display the image of the asset instead. 

 

 

 

Benefits: 

Easily identify assets, locations, people, etc. or the asset a Work Order or Problem has been 

raised against in reports. 
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Running Depreciation Calculations from command line 
 

New Feature: 

For large companies Depreciation calculations can run for quite some time and can delay the 

beginning of reporting each day while you wait for calculations to complete. 

Calculations can now be run via command line making them available for overnight runs  

 

Added command line support for Depreciation Calculations using the following syntax: 

HC32.EXE /UID=SUPER /PWD=USER /DepCalc /Code=0001 

note: replace UID and PWD and Code with the details of the user account that should run 

the calculation and the Code should be for the depreciation set that you wish to calculate. 

 

Benefits: 

Depreciation calculations can be scheduled to run overnight allowing users to come in to a 

freshly calculated system each morning. 
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Creating Alerts for when Records are deleted 
 

New Feature: 

Added the ability to send a user alert to predefined email addresses when any Record is 

deleted. 

This alert could be set to email your Hardcat Administrator as soon as any record is deleted. 

 

 

Benefits: 

Previously if a record was deleted the only record remaining would be that of the deletion 

itself, this meant that working out details of what had been deleted generally involved 

looking at a backup of the system. 

Now you can simply configure reports to be sent with the individual details or the history 

when an item is deleted.  
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Ability to add Maintenance Rates for Engineers 
 

New Feature: 

Hardcat now allows you to set hourly maintenance rates for Engineers used in Work Orders 

and Problems.   

 

By assigning an effective date and Rate to the Person’s Labour Rate area you can set the rate 

which will then automatically flow through to a Work Order Action or Problem Action’s 

Actual Labour Cost Field. 
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Ability to add Maintenance Rates for Engineers (cont.) 
 

 

 

Benefits: 

This feature allows simpler reporting of labour costs used by staff or contractors which is 

useful for charging work done.  
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Stock Type Enhancements 
 

Feature Enhancement: 

Currently Stock uses a global option for deciding if stock should be moved in whole 

quantities. 

As this is something that varies from stock type to stock type this is now handled better as a 

Stock Type option. 

 

For example, in a hospital system you might be issuing 0.5 of a bottle of insulin but you 

wouldn't issue 0.5 of a PPE mask. 

Or you might issue quarter of a pallet of bricks but you are unlikely to issue a quarter of a 

hammer. 

 

Additionally, this was deemed that it should not just be enforced on issue/return of stock but 

when manually editing and importing stock quantities. 

 

This option defaults On for new Stock Type records and Off for any existing data. 
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Stock Type Enhancements (cont.) 
 

 

Benefits: 

More accurate reporting of stock stores as it reduces the likelihood of someone inputting an 

incorrect amount to transfer.  
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MiCatX Disconnected Transfer Mode 
 

New feature:  

The Hardcat MiCat Administration utility is designed for use in disconnected mode where the 

data is transported between the server and the phone clients using MiCatX-files. 

This data transmission mode brings MiCatX functionality further towards CatScan 

functionality.   

This mode allows access to an administration page which offers the Import and Export Utility, 

allowing the user to: 

- Import Database files to the Phone 

- Export dataset files from the Phone to the Database. 

 

Benefits: 

Systems where the server is not available on the same network as mobile devices are now 

able to use MiCatX.  
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MiCatX Stock Module 
 

New feature:  

With the 6.2 release comes the addition of the Stock module to MiCatX. 
Stock module functionality has now been brought into MiCat to further increase its viability as a 
replacement for CatScan. 
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MiCatX Stock Module (cont.) 
 

Stock Management 

The Stock Management screen will be where all maintenance (other than transfer) is 

performed. 

The 2 tabs are defined below: one for Audit, and the other for adjustment. 

Audit 

Audit will allow the quantity to be updated. 

From here you can pin down a location and audit all stock by scanning barcodes and 

checking off levels. 
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MiCatX Stock Module (cont.) 

Adjustment 

Adjustment will add/remove and compute the adjusted total.  Scanning a barcode here will 

populate the Stock item and quantities for quick adjustments to stock levels for external 

receiving and sending stock. 
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MiCatX Stock Module (cont.) 

Stock Capture 

In the Stock Management screen if a scanned barcode is not found the user will be 

prompted whether they wish to create a new stock item or location. 

If a new stock item is selected, the user will be shown the stock capture screen. 
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MiCatX Stock Module (cont.) 

Stock Transfer 

This workflow is modelled off CatScan functionality to save on retraining users. 

Barcode, Source and Destination will be all pinnable so that a user may: 

• rapidly transfer the same stock item to different people

• rapidly transfer different stock items to the same person / location etc

Transfer quantity may not exceed the quantity available. 

Benefits: 

Stock can now be managed simply via a phone allowing for mobility which is sometimes 

essential when working at a loading dock. 
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HardcatWeb User Interface Design 

New feature: 

We have made significant improvements to the user interface of HardcatWeb focusing 

primarily on cleaning up the layout and updating menu items / icons to create a more 

modern feel. 

We have also added a new create / edit page for Assets, Problem Management and Work 

Order Management which includes the tabbed layout for easier access to different input 

areas. (Contact support for how to enable the new tabbed layout) 

Benefits: 

You are now able to cut down on what is displayed to a more focused view in 

HardcatWeb rather than having to scroll up and down the page when editing entities. 
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Additional Listing of New Features in Hardcat Version 6.2 

New Features in Hardcat: 

Improvements to how Hardcat handles saved searching 

Some minor fixes to report layouts 

Added a Files section to the Problem Individual Details report 

Add Exporting and Custom Reporting to Purchase Orders table 

Add List of Products as a Start At option for Logins 

New Features in HardcatWeb: 

Added support for Approver on Asset move 

Improved setting images for Assets, Problems, Stock and Work Orders 

Updated HardcatWeb to reflect new stock type option from desktop 

New Features in MiCatX: 

Many UX updates 

Improved barcode recognition libraries 

Bug Fixes 
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